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____POINTS TO REME1BER

Airport Weapons Searches

Recehtly several significant cases concerning airport

weapons searches have been decided by different United States

Courts of Appeals The discussion which follows is synopsis
of four such cases

United States Doran No 722362 9th Cir July 10 l973

All passengers including defendant were required to pass

through magnetometer The presence of metal was indicated in

defendants carryon bag which was then searched The court

upheld the seizure of illegal narcotics found during this search
The Ninth Circuit held that the search of the carry-on bag and

the requirement of passage through the magnetometer were reasonable

because they were limited in scope to the object of preventing
air piracy and in light of the surrounding circumstances which

suggested consent to the search The court specifically cited

the presence of signs warning all passengers that it was

federal crime to carry concealed weapon aboard an aircraft and

that their baggage was subject to search and public address

nnouncements warning all passengers that they were going to be

.earched by weapons detection device

United States Kroll No 731058 8th Cir July 10 1973

Upon required passage through magnetometer the defendants

attache case registered the presence of metal The defendant

opened the case for search as per request of security officer

When the defendant did not open the file section of the case he

was directed to do so and to empty the contents of business size

envelope which iai slight bulge The envelope was found to

contain controlled substance which was then seized The Eighth

Circuit held that the search was unreasonable because defendant

cannot be compelled to waive his Fourth Amendment rights in order

to retain his constitutional right to travel Thus no consent

to search was found despite the presence of signs warning

passengers that they were subject to search prior to boarding

aircraft Furtherrore the court held that the search of the

envelope could not be justified as an attempt to prevent air

piracy since it was unreasonable to believe the explosives or

weapon could occupy so small space

United States RuizEstrella No 73-1007 2nd Cir
June 11 1973

During the boarding process the defendant did nothing

uspicious and did not activate magnetometer although he had
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been designated selectee under the previously existing system
federal sky marshal took the defendant into stairwell and

behind closed door informed him he would have to go through

baggage search The defendant handed over shopping bag in

which the marshal found shotgun and shells The court held

that this search was not justified under the Fourth Amendment

The circumstances herein were deemed highly similar to

traditional custodial situation in which mere acquiescence by

suspect who has not been informed of his rights does not

constitute consent to search It was implied that in order

to find consent to search as result of the presence of

warning signs in an airport it would be necessary for signs to

inform passengers of their ability to avoid search by refusing

to board the aircraft The court also held that the rationale

of Terry Ohio 392 U.S 1968 would not support this

search

United States Davis No 712993 9th Cir June 29 1973

Prior to the existence of the present screening regulations

gun was discovered in the defendants attache case during

mandatory Red Alert preboarding search The court held there

wa sufficient government involvement in the hijacking program
to bring this search within the arnbit of the Fourth Amendment

Airport screening searches were characterized as reasonable

administrative searches see United States Biswell 406 U.s

311 1972 Camera Municipal Court 387 U.S 523 1967 and

See City of Seattle 387 U.S 541 1967 provided passengers
retain the right to leave rather than submit to search The

doctrine of Terry Ohio 392 U.S 1968 was considered

inapposite because the search of the defendant was not based on

individualized specific and articulable facts Although the

court found there was no consent to the search in this instance
it suggested that signs and preboarding ammouncements may transform

an attempt to board an aircraft into consent to search

Criminal Division
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Tape Piracy
Prosecution of Makea--Tapes

The Criminal Division has received inquiries regarding the

Departments prosecutive policy in matters involving the Make
ATape business The Departments policy is to prosecute any
such Lusiness which attempts to circumvent Federal copyright

protection afforded to sound recordings by 17 U.S.C et seq
as amended by P.L 92140

The 1-lakeATape business provides customers with the use

of duplicating machinery Upon insertion of sound recording

and blank tape cartridge into MakeATape machine copy

of the sound recording is reproduced on the blank tape cartridge

Generally this business provides library of copyrighted sound

recordings to copy and blank tape cartridges on which to copy
the sound recordings and charges for either the use of the

duplicating machinery or for the blank tape cartridge or for

both Most require that the customer operate the duplicating

machinery The fact that the customer personally operates the

duplicating machinery does not exculpate the owner of the

duplicating machinery from infringement liability

To date no criminal prosecution has been initiated against

any Make-ATape business However the opinions in two civil

cases C.B.S Commercial Music Service No 73134 S.C
Ohio i-lay 1973 and Elecktra Records Co Gem Electronic

Distributors No 73C 772 E.D.N.Y June 28 1973 are legal

precedent for the proposition that MakeATape business may

infringe copyrighted sound recordings Refer to Copyright
Protection of Sound Recordings definitive analysis of sound

recording piracy recently distributed to all U.S Attorneys

Criminal Division
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ANTITRUST DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Thomas Kauper

SHERMAN ACT

WITNESS ORDERED TO BE FIELD FOR CONTEMPT FOR REFUSING TO

GIVE TESTIMONY IN GRAND JURY INVESTIGATION OF SECTION OF

SHERMAN ACT

In Re Grand Jury Investigation In The Matter of Anierigo

Ferranti Misc No 974 MCD August 1973 DJ 6011740

subpoenaed grand jury witness who had previously invoked

the Fifth Amendment and who had thereafter been immunized pursuant
to 18 U.S.C 6003 and had continued to remain recalcitrant

refusing to give testimony before the grand jury upon the ground
of just cause was ordered by Judge Dixon Herman on August
1973 to be held in contempt pursuant to the provisions of 18

U.S.C 1826 unless he testified before the next session of the

grand jury This ruling of the Court had been preceded by
certain events arising during the course of preliminary

inquiry

As part of preliminary inquiry into news report of

possible price fixing by certain beer distributors in Scranton

Pennsylvania attorneys of the Iliddle Atlantic Office visited

the office of one such distributor who was interviewed without

signing any statement or being asked to do so and without any
formal Miranda warnings being given

Thereafter this distributor .ias subpoenaed to testify
before the grand jury and after appearing he refused to give
testimony upon the ground of self-incrimination following which

he was immunized under 18 U.S.C 6003 but again refused to

testify The Government moved to cite the witness for contempt
under 18 U.S.C 1826 whereupon counsel for the witness interposed

defense of just cause arguing that the witness Fifth and

Sixth Amendment rights had been violated and that because of

such alleged constitutional violations any grand jury testimony
would be tainted and hence not usable by the Government His

counsel also contended that 18 U.S.C 6003 is unconstitutional
requesting the convening of threejudge court to enjoin
application of that statute As part of this application
counsel requested temporary restraining order staying the

grant of immunity or any citation for refusal to testify This

request involved the issue of the threejudge court

In sweeping and incisive opinion Judge Dixon Herman

rejected all contentions urged on the witness behalf The
issue of the constitutionality of 18 U.s.c 6003 was disposed of
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concomitantly with the issue of the three-judge court On these

companion issues the Court pointed out that in order to convene

threejudge court it must be clear that the moving party has

raised substantial constitutional question citing Ex Parte

Poresky 290 U.S 30 1933 Here however the Court said the

argument of unconstitutionality was unsound because previous

Supreme Court decisions had shown that the argument lacked merit

California Water Service Co City of Redding 304 U.S 252

1938

The Court went on to observe that the issue was not whether

6003 was constitutional but whether the attack upon it was substantial

The court found the contentions to be insubstantial Since the

Court concluded that the constitutional arguments were insub

stantial it pointed out that the petition for injunctive relief

would have to be dismissed Herald Harper 410 F.2d 125

8th Cir 1969

The petitioner had argued that 18 U.S.C 6003 had essentially

eliminated Fifth Amendment rights without due process of law in

that the statute allows non-judicial functionary United States

Attorney to automatically obtain an order to compel testimony

without probably cause and thereafter violate the witness right

to be let alone Murphy Waterfront Commission of New York

Harbor 378 U.S 52 1964

The Court swept aside the petitioners point that the United

States Attorney with Department of Justice approval could obtain

grant of immunity as matter of unfettered discretion and

without probable cause On this point the Court quoted from In

Re Grand Witnesses Sherries Bursey and Brenda Joyce Presley 322

Supp 573 576 N.D Cal 1970

The Grand Jury does not need to have

probable cause to investigate rather its func

tion is to determine if probable cause exists

Then building upon that decision the Court said

It is axiomatic that the United States

Attorney is merely the agent of the grand jury
insofar as he is the individual who-seeks

immunity on behalf of the grand jury To compel

him to have probable cause would be an indirect

method of requiring probable cause of grand jury
This the court will not do

An additional argument advanced by the petitioner was that

the witness Fifth Amendment rights were violated by the failure

of the interviewing attorneys to give him the standard Miranda

warnings which it was contended he was entitled to upon the

ground that the preliminary inquiry interrogation was conducted
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under circumstances tantamount to custodial interrogation The

Court rejected this contention and cited United States

Jaskiewicz 433 F.2d 415 419 3d Cir 1970 as firmly establishing
the rule that the test of custody is whether the witness is

deprivedof his freedom of action in any significant way The

Court found the language of United States Caiello 420 F.2d
471 2d Cir 1969 to be particularly apt

the is aware that he is the

subject of investigation and if he is

interviewed in noncustodial situations MIRANDA

warnings are not required... is not

improper to expect that to some extent persons
must be expected to look after themselves
MORGAN UNITED STATES 377 F.2d 507 508

1st Cir 1967

The third argument advanced by the petitioner was that the

circumstances surrounding the interview by the Department of

Justice attorneys had so tainted the evidence furnished by the

witness that it could not be used at all In this connection

the petitioner was asserting that his Fourth .ndmert rig1t
against illegal search and seizure had been violated this

point the Court cited inter alia United States Weinberg 439

F.2d 743 749 9th Cir 1971

compelled grand jury testimony is neither
search for nor seizure of oral statements in the

sense envisioned by the Fourth Amendment

The Court also cited Bacon United States 446 F.2d

667 669 9th Cir 1971 in which the Ninth Circuit observed

that such arrest and

detention is invalid we do not agree that it

tainted the immunity and contempt
proceedings

On August 16 1973 the witness again appeared before the

grand jury but steadfastly refused to testify whereupon the

recalcitrance of the witness was again presented to the Court

at which time the Court found the witness in contempt and imposed

sentence of confinement for the balance of the grand jurys
term but not to exceed 18 months

Counsel for the witness at this point argued for stay
of the sentence upon the ground that such stay had auto

matically come into being as result of notice of appeal

which he filed following the Courts earlier decision and order

of August 1973 After hearing oral argument on this point
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the Court ruled that no such automatic stay resulted from the

notice of appeal and that if counsel was seeking stay he

would have to seek it from the Court of Appeals for the Third

Circuit Counsel then indicated that under these circumstances

the witness would testify and purge himself of contempt

Staff Clarence Nickman Richard Walker and

Raymond Cauley Antitrust Division
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CIVIL DIVISION

Acting Assistant Attorney General Irving Jaffe

COURT OF APPEALS

SOCIAL SECURITY PRESUMPTION OF DEATH

SEVENTH CIRCUIT HOLDS THAT EXPLANATION FOR DISAPPEARANCE OF

WAGE-EARNER OVERCOMES PRESUMPTION OF DEATH IN SOCIAL SECURITY CASES

Blew Richardson C.A No 721777 August 23 1973
D.J 13725108

The Social Security claimant in this case sought to recover
death insurance benefits on the basis of 20 C.F.R 404.705
which provides that if an insured wage earner has been unexplainedly
absent from his residence and unheard of for period of seven

years the Administration in the absence of any evidence to the

contrary will presume such individual has died Some 2000
claims for benefits each year are controlled by this regulation
The wage earner in this case disappeared in November 1958 soon
after being released from jail for non-support Although the

record contained some hearsay evidence of the wage earners
continued life after 1958 the Administration denied benefits
on the ground that the presumption of death in 20 C.F.R 404.706
was defeated by the explanation inherent in events preceding
the wage earners deaththe wage earners expensive habits
his instability separation in the marriage that occurred
before his disappearance and an arrest brought about by the

information that the claimant furnished the police

The district court ordered the award of benefits holding
that the presumption of death must control unless there is

evidence of continued life during the sevenyear period The

Seventh Circuit reversed The principal ground for the Court
of Appeals decision was the fact that at common law predeparture
evidence was admissible to rebut the presumption of death The
Court of Appeals also noted that the Act does not authorize
the payment of benefits in cases of deliberate desertions which
do in fact take place frequently fair reading of 20 C.F.R
404.705 indicates that the Secretary may adduce evidence to
contradict either the unexplained character of the absence of

the fact that the individual has not been heard of for seven years
and the Secretarys interpretation of his own regulation was
consistent with the Act and therefore entitled to great respect

Staff Kathryn Baldwin Civil Division
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STATE APPELLATE COURTS

EMPLOYEE DISCHARGE APPLICATION OF

OFFICIAL IMMUNITY DOCTRINE

NEW YORK APPELLATE DIVISION APPLIED BARR MATTEO TO

GRANT V.A DOCTOR OFFICIAL IMMUNITY IN LIBEL SUIT

Smith DiCara N.Y App Div Second Department
July 30 1973 D.J 15750473

Due to his repeated absences plaintiff postal employee

was requested by his supervisors to have medical examination

at the Veterans Administration hospital in order to determine

whether he was medically fit for continued employment The

examining physician reported that the plaintiff had many of

the outward appearances of heavy user of alcoholic beverages

Consequently plaintiff was discharged from his employment
Plaintiff then brought libel action in the New York State

Supreme Court against the physician The court denied the

physicians motion for summary judgment and ordered the case

set for trial in order to determine whether the alleged libel

.iad been malicious

On appeal the Appellate Division reversed and granted

summary judgment for the doctor The court held that the

medical report was absolutely privileged under Barr Matteo
360 U.S 564

STAFF Judith Feigin Civil Division

DISTRICT COURT

COMPROMISE OF GOVERNMENT CLAIMS AND JUDGMENTS

UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS HAVE NO AUTHORITY TO COMPROMISE

NON-DELEGATED GOVERNMENT CLAIMS OR JUDGMENTS WITHOUT DEPARTMENTAL

APPROVAL

United States Florida Bumpers Inc et al No 4482

CivTH M.D. Fla Tampa Division August 23 1973 D.J 105
1868

The United States Attorney with the approval of the Small

Business Administration but without Departmental approval had

urported to accept an offer to compromise Government judgment
in nondelegated case and the agency had accepted check in

the agreed amount The Assistant Attorney General declined to
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ratify such action The judgment debtor insisted that the Government

was bound by the United States Attorneys acceptance and made
motion for stay of proceedings and relief from the judgment The

Court denied the motion and held that the United States Attorney
could notact beyond his circumscribed authority to bind the

Government Since the client-agency lacked authority to accept
the compromise offer it was held that the result was not affected

by the fact that it had accepted the check for the agreed amount

Citing U.S Beebe 180 U.S 343 1901 and U.S Wittlneyer
35 Supp 541 W.D N.Y 1941

Staff George Jaff in Civil Division
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CRIMINAL DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Henry Petersen

FOREIGN AGENTS REGISTRATION ACT

OF 1938 AS AMENDED

The Registration Unit of the Criminal Division administers

the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938 as amended 22
U.S.C 611 which requires registration with the Attorney General

by certain persons who engage within the United States in defined

categories of activity on behalf of foreign principals

AUGUST 1973

During the last half of this month the following were activities

of persons already registered under the Act

Foote Cone Belding Advertising Inc filed exhibits in

connection with its representation of the Bermuda Department of

Tourism Registrant acts as advertising agency for the principal
and provides advertising sales promotion and research services

Registrant is to receive 17.65% commission on advertising
production charges special services

Victor Supuran d/b/a Victory Travel Agency of Trenton
New Jersey registered as agent of National Travel Office Carpati
Bucharest Romania and Agence Comturist Bucharest Romania
For Carpati registrant acts as agent for clients desiring to

travel to Rornania and transmits currency through the bank

for the tourist arrangements of the clients For Comturist

registrant transmits currency through the bank for the

exchange of Romanian currency or for delivery of material items

to persons living in Romania Registrant reported no financial

information at the time of registration

Public Service Audience Planners of Hollywood California

registered as agent of Austrian National Tourist Office British

Tourist Authority Scandinavian National Tourist Offices Chinese

Information Service and the International Gold Corporation Ltd
Johannesburg South Africa Registrant distributes and maintains

films on behalf of the foreign principals For its services to

Austria registrant is to receive monthly retainer of $800 and
for assisting this principal with related Audio-Visual problems
such as news releases to radio and television the fee will be

cost plus 17.5% agency commission For activities for Great
Britain registrant receives flatrate billing of $800 per
month For activities for Scandinavia registrant receives $13.50

per telecast $6.50 per cablecast and $3.50 per group booking
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For China registrant is to receive $15.00 per telecast and $7.50

per cablecast For South Africa registrant is to promote and
distribute the film Of Jewels and Gold and is to receive $70.00

per print per year payable quarterly in advance total yearly

expenditure not to exceed $8500.00 Ralph Rafik filed
short-form registration as President and reports salary of

$25000 per year

Lando/Bishophric Inc filed exhibits in connection with

its representation of the Ministry of Development of the Commonwealth

of the Bahama Islands Registrant acts as public relations counsel

to the principal and the estimated public relations budget for

the period Ilay October 30 1973 is $78700

Short-form registration statements filed in support of

registrations already on file

On behalf of the Arab Information Center whose foreign
principal is the League of Arab States Cairo Youssef Ibrahim

as Staff AssistantPress Officer engaging in lecturing research
writing and addressing the media Fir Ibrahims services are
rendered on special basis and for these he receives fee of

$600 per month and Shwikar Elwan as Acting Director engaged in

informational activities on behalf of the foreign principal and

reporting salary of $800 per month

On behalf of Association-Sterling Films Inc of New York
whose foreign principals are 45 foreign government information

and tourist offices Gerard Basquiat as Controller Robert
Bucher as Group Vice President Vincent Capuzzi as Vice
President and Executive Assistant Eileen OBrien as Promotion
Manager Ernest Lutz as Manager of Sales Eastern Area
Tim Wholey as Vice President Promotion G.R Cahaney as Executive
Vice President and Robert Mitchell as President All are

regular salaried employees of registrant and engage in the

publicizing and dissemination of films on behalf of the foreign
clients

Jn behalf of the iexican Governiient ailway Systei of ew
ork Jose iaron Guillen as General Agent and reporting salary
of $200 per month plus $800 living expenses

On behalf of Sobel Overseas Corp of New York whose foreign

principals are National Savings Bank of Hungary and IBUSZ Tourism

Travel Budapest Fred Sobel as President reporting salary
of $360 per week Registrant is engaged in the sending of gift

parcels and arranging for other services to beneficiaries in

Hungary

On behalf of Package Express Travel Agency Inc of New

York whose fcreii principal is V/O Vneshposyltorg USSR Joanna
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Babiak as agent engaged in the shipment of gift parcels to

recipients in the USSR and reporting commission of $6 to $7

per parcel depending on its size

On behalf of the Jamaica Tourist Board Chicago Kenneth
Kramer as agent engaged in the promotion of tourism to Jaitica
and reporting salary of $850 per year

On behalf of the German National Tourist Office New
York Ralph Warren as Director reporting salary of

$1269.96 per month and engaged in the promotion of tourism to

Germany

On behalf of the Bahama Islands Tourist Office of Miami
John Nevin Waugaman III as Regional Manager reporting salary
of $12000 per year Diane Torrey as I1anager reporting salary
of $16000 per year James Catalyn as Sales Representative
reporting salary of $787.60 per month Gordon Ruppert as

Regional Manager reporting salary of $1178 per month Betty
Coen as Sales Representative reporting salary of $750 per

month Richard Foreman as Regional Manager reporting salary
of $18500 per year Russell Raether as Sales Representative
eporting salary of $1000 per month Jack Norris as Regional

YIanager reporting salary but furnishing no amount Stuart
Hall as Regional Manager reporting salary of $16200 per year
Richard McDaniel as Assistant General Manager and reporting
salary of $21000 per year Adel Fahmy as Regional Manager and
reporting salary of $16000 per year I1iguel Almunia as
Sales Representative reporting salary of $9700 per year
James Gernet as Sales Manager reporting salary of $13500
per year Dorothy Howle as Sales Representative reporting

salary of $7000 per year Frank Ramey as Regional Manager
reporting salary of $1552.50 per month and Harold Gibbs as
Regional Manager reporting salary of $12000 per year All
are engaged in the promotion of tourism to the Bahamas

On behalf of Robert Nathan Associates of Washington
D.C whose foreign principal is the Government of Israel Supply
Mission Robert Nathan as Consulting Economist rendering
services with respect to general agricultural economic and
technical problems and programs with respect to food requirements
and procurement Mr Nathan reports salary of $75000 per year

On behalf of AssociationSterling Films Inc of New York
whose foreign principals are 45 foreign government information
and tourist offices Frances Hansen as Manager reporting
salary of $750 per month William Shumway Jr as Sales
epresentative reporting salary of $5000 per year plus
ommission of 2% of the gross Donald Brown as Account Executive

reporting salary and commission but furnishing no amounts
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Raond Smith as Salesman reporting salary of $13000 per

year plus commission of 1% of sales and Ophelia Brussaly as

Account Executive reporting salary of $10000 per year plus

commission of 1% of billing All are engaged in publicizing and

disseminating films on behalf of the foreign clients

On behalf of the Spanish National Tourist Office San

Francisco Enrique Suarez Diaz as Manager engaged in the

promotion of tourism to Spain and reporting salary of $1500

per month

On behalf of Tinker Dodge Delano of New York whose

foreign principals are British Overseas Airways Government of

Australia Tourist Board and Government of India Tourism Department

Hugh McGraw as officer working directly on the Indian account

in the preparation of advertising to promote tourism to India

Mr McGraw reported salary of $30000 per year

On behalf of Milbank Tweed Hadley McCloy of New York

whose foreign principals are Government of Iceland Banco

Central Del Uruguay Banco do Brasil Banco do Estado de Sao Paulo

S.A Hispanica de Petroleos S.A Compagnie Fransaise Des

Petroles and British Petroleum Company Ltd Francis Logan

partner engaged in legal activities on behalf of the principals

and reporting pro rata share of periodic distributions of

partnership earnings of registrant
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Wallace Johnson

COURTS OF APPEAL

CONDEMNATION

JURISDICTION LIMITED BY DECLARATION OF TAKING UTILITYS
LOSS OF CUSTOMERS NONCOMPENSABLE

United States 40.60 Acres of Land in Contra Costa

County C.A Nos 712018 Aug 29 1973 D.J 90121007

The United States condemned all of the real estate within

the community of Port Chicago excepting public utility easements
As result all of the inhabitants were forced to move away
rendering the water companys pipelines useless The water

company was not named as party in the condemnation proceeding
but filed notice of appearance and counterclaim for compensation

Relying on Southern Counties Gas Co United States 157

Supp 575 Cis 1958 the district court granted the
Governments motion on the ground that the water company had
not sustained compensable taking

On appeal the Ninth Circuit held that while on the merits
Southern Counties was directly in point the district court

should not have reached the merits because of lack of jurisdiction
over the counterclaim In condemnation courts jurisdiction is

limited to those interests specified in the complaint The water

company could bring an independent suit under the Tucker Act
The court then ordered the judgment vacated and the cause remanded

with instructions to quash the water companys notice of appearance
and to dismiss its counterclaim for lack of jurisdiction over the

subject matter

Staff Eva Datz Land and Natural Resources Division
and former Assistant United States Attorney
Harold Weise N.D Cal

QUIET TITLE

REVERTER CLAUSE ESTOPPEL

United States State of Florida et al C.A
No 723563 Jul 12 1973 D.J 90151194

The United States brought suit to quiet title and to

obtain declaratory decree to 1400acre tract of land known
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as the Naval Live Oak Reservation in Santa Rosa County Florida

The district court found for the United States

After series of transfers the United States quit-claimed

the land to the State of Florida in 1947 Florida then brought

suit in state court to quiet title to the land The Florida

Supreme Court held that the land was owned by tax deed purchasers

subject to the terms of the 1947 conveyance by the United States

which provided that the land would revert to the United States

if it was not used exclusively for public park purposes

On February 25 1970 the United States gave notice of its

intent to exercise the reverter clause because the land was not

being used exclusively for public park purposes

At trial testamentary and documentary evidence indicated the

land had been used by both the Boy and Girl Scouts as temporary

pistol range an elephant grave and garbage dump The Circuit

Court of Appeals held that under Rule 52a F.R.Civ.P it would

not set aside as clearly erroneous the district judges finding

that the land was not used exclusively or at all for public park

curposes The United States thus had right to exercise the

reverter clause

The court also found that the United States was not barred

from exercising its right of reversion by the defense of estoppel

waiver or laches Citing Utah Power Light Company United

States 243 U.S 389 1916 the Fifth Circuit held estoppel

cannot be asserted against the United States when it is acting

in governmental function The ceding of land for public

park purposes is governmental function because the action itself

is for the benefit of the public Similarly laches cannot be

applied against the United States in this case

Staff Peter Steenland Land and Natural Resources

Division and United States Attorney William

Stafford N.D Fla

CONDEMNATION

USE OF SUMMARY BY WITNESS STANDARD OF VALUE

United States 45 131.44 Acres of Land in El Paso
Fremont and Pueblo Counties C.A 10 No 72-1784 Aug 24
1973 D.J 33615326

This condemnation proceeding involved the fair marKet

value of certain refractory clay deposits The Governments

expert valuation witness gave his opinion concerning fair market

value on the basis of summary comparable sales and leases studied
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by him Counsel for the landowners objected because there was

no testimony on direct concerning the comparable sales and leases

reliedupon though the landowner had obtained that information

by discovery The objection was overruled and they chose not to

cross-examine in this regard The Court of Appeals held that

admission of this testimony did not constitute error The Court

also rejected the landowners requested charge that he is to be

compensated for his loss rather than being limited to fair market

value

Staff Eva Datz Land and Natural Resources Division

and Assistant United States Attorney Richard

Taylor Cob

INDIANS

SECRETARYS APPROVAL OF OSAGE INDIANS WILL SUSTAINED EVEN

THOUGH BASED ON RACIAL CLASSIFICATION

Velma Rose Bigheart John Pappan Superintendent of the

Osage Indian Agency et al C.A 10 No 72-1718 Aug 14
1973 D.J 9024151

Osage Indians are permitted by statute to dispose of their

restricted property by will in accordance with the laws of

Oklahoma Osage wills are probated in the Oklahoma courts only

after they have been approved by the Secretary of the Interior

In some cases taking by descent from an Osage is restricted

Section of the Act of February 27 1925 43 Stat 1008 as amended

by the Act of September 1950 64 Stat 572 allows inheritance

of restricted property from Osage Indians of onehalf or more

Indian blood only by heirs of Indian blood

Velma Bigheart the non-Indian wife of an unallotted half-

blood Osage Indian without certificate of competence sought

review of an administrative decision disapproving the deceaseds

1965 will which provided for her and approving 1967 will which

substantially disinherited her She also sought declaration that

she be allowed to take statutory forced share of the restricted

estate in accordance with Oklahoma law the federal restructiOn

notwithstanding In the alternative she sought declaration that

the federal statute restricting inheritance was unconstitutional

The district court entered judgment against her on all counts

The Court of Appeals affirmed the district courts finding that

the decision relating to the wills was supported by the evidence

The court found the federal inheritance restriction to be constitu

tionally permissible even though based upon classification of

race See Simmons Eagle Seelatsee 244 Supp 808 three

judge court affd 384 U.S 209 Finally the court decided
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that Velma could take statutory forced share only if she could

qualify under the federal statute by showing Indian blood

and left the issue of her qualification to the Oklahoma courts

Staff Terrence OBrien Land and Natural Resources

Division and Assistant United States Attorney

Robert Santee N.D Okia

INDIANS

INDIAN CIVIL RIGHTS ACT EQUAL VOTING RIGHTS SOVEREIGN

IMMUNITY

Mary Daly et al United States et al C.A
No 731248 Aug 23 1973 D.J 9024227

In class action brought by three members of the Crow

Creek Sioux Tribe against the Tribe the Tribal Council the

United States the Secretary of the Interior and the Commissioner

of the BIA charging that the Tribal Council was malapportioned

and violated the oneman onevote principle thus denying them

equal protection of law guaranteed by the Indian Civil Rights

Act 25 U.S.C sec 13028 the court held that the

district court had jurisdiction of the subject matter since once

the applicability of Section 13028 is established as comprehending

the one-man one-vote principle there is jurisdiction that

tribal sovereign immunity is waived by implication by the Indian

Civil Rights Act that under the circumstanes the district

court did not err in vacating all six seats on the Tribal Council

and that the voting apportionment plan must be based on population

of the Tribe and not solely those eligible to vote

Staff United States Attorney William Clayton
Dak

ENVIRONMENT

COURT OF APPEALS LACKS JURISDICTION UNDER CLEAN AIR ACT TO

REVIEW EPAS DISAPPROVAL OF STATE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Arizona Public Service Co EPA C.A 10 No 72-1577

Aug 30 1973 D.J 9052379 Public Service Co of New

Mexico EPA C.A 10 No 721572 Aug 30 1973 D.J 9052355

On petitions to review the Administrator of EPAs disapproval

of New Mexicos implementation plan under the Clean Air Act on
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the same grounds as in Utah International EPA 478 F.2d 125

C.A 10 1973 and on the basis of its dismTia1 in Transwesterfl

Coal Gasification Co EPA C.A 10 No 721573 the court

granted the Governments motion to dismiss for lack of jurisdiction

As to-the remaining issues the court said subsequent action by

EPA has either rendered the issues moot or they are contained in

the pending suit Transwestern Coal Gasification Co EPA

C.A 10 No 731242

Staff Jacques Gelin and Carl Strass

Land and Natural Resources Division

HIGHWAYS

STATE-FUNDED HIGHWAY PROJECT HELD NOT FEDERAL PROJECT

James River Kanawha Canal Parks Inc Richmond

Metropolitan Authority et al C.A No 73-1841 Aug 17
1973 D.J 9014621

As early as 1966 the Richmond Iletropolitan Authority began

to plan Tshaped freeway system to connect with an existing

freeway system going through the City of Richmond Virginia
Work was not actually begun until after 1970 The largest leg

of the is being built with federal funding but is nearly

completed and was not challenged in the suit One of the smaller

legs of the also not challenged has been completed using only

local funding The segment being challenged in this suit is the

third leg of the which will be built with non-federal funding

but which will connect loop including the federally funded

segment and pre-existing freeway The Richmond Metropolitan

Authority had sought federal aid for this segment along with

the segment which usually received federal funding but this

funding was not made available due to lack of mileage

The district court held 359 Supp 611 that the

challenged segment was not federal project because there was no

federal funding and because the challenged segment had rational

basis apart from the loop involving the federally funded segment

The court also held that the fact that the highway was included

in federally funded regional transit study did not make the

segment federal project There being no federal project
various federal statutes including NEPA were inapplicable

The challenged segment passed over fillin portion of an

old canal This resulted in claim under the River and Harbor

Act of 1899 33 U.S.C secs 401 403 The trial court held

that private parties could bring such claim but rejected

the claim on the merits In addition questions of standing
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jurisdiction and laches were discussed in the trial court opinion

Only the federal involvement question was pressed on appeal

In per curiam opinion the Fourth Circuit affirmed on

the basis of the lower courts opinion noting that the question

standing was neither raised nor decided

Staft Edward Shawaker Land and Natural Resources

Division and Assistant United States Attorney
Rodney Sager Va

.1


